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The style of speech illustrated is that of many educated Japanese brought up in Tokyo or
other areas with similar pitch accent systems. The transcription is based on a recording of a
25-year-old student whose speech is typical of speakers of his age group with this

background.
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There are two lexically relevant pitch levels: high and low. Within a word, if the first

mora is high-pitched, the second is inevitably low-pitched, and vice versa. A mora
transcribed with an acute accent, a, is said to be accented and is high. If more than one mora
precedes it, the high pitch extends towards the beginning of the word up to the second

mora. A word with no accent mark begins low and continues high from the second mora
onwards. All moras following the accent are low until another accented or polysyllabic

word is reached, when these accentuation rules reapply. Note that word pairs such as /nasi/

'bridge' and /nasi/ 'end' are both low-high when spoken in isolation, but will be

distinguished when something else follows. What follows will be low after the accent, but

otherwise high. When a long (two-mora) vowel is transcribed with an accent, only the first

mora is high, and a pitch drop occurs between the two moras.

Transcription of recorded passage

arutoki kitakaze to taijo: ga tsikarakutabe o simasita. tabibito no gaito: o
nugaseta ho: ga katsl to ju: koto ni kimete, mazu, kitakaze kara
hazimemasita. kitakaze wa, nani, hitomakuti ni site misejo:, to, hagesiku
hukitatemasita. suruto tabibito wa, kitakaze ga hukeba hukuhodo gaito: o
sikkarko karada ni kuttsukemasita. koNdo wa taijo: no baN ni narjmasita.

taijo: wa kumo no aida kara jasasii kao o dasite, atatakana hikari o
okurimasita. tabibito wa daNdaN joi kokoromotsi ni natte, simai ni wa
gaito: o nugimasita. sokode kitakaze no make ni narjmasita.

Romanization (Hepburn system)

Arutoki Kitakaze to Taiyo ga chikara-kurabe o shimashita. Tabibito no gaito o nugaseta ho

ga kachi to yu koto ni kimete, mazu Kitakaze kara hajimemashita. Kitakaze wa, 'Nani,

hitomakuri ni shite miseyo', to, hageshiku fukitatemashita. Suruto tabibito wa, Kitakaze ga

fukeba fukuhodo gaito o shikkarito karada ni kuttsukemashita. Kondo wa Taiyo no ban ni

narimashita. Taiyo wa kumo no aida kara yasashii kao o dashite, atatakana hikari o

okurimashita. Tabibito wa dandan yoi kokoromochi ni natte, shimai ni wa gaito o

nugimashita. Sokode Kitakaze no make ni narimashita.

Orthographic version
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